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COVER GUIDELINES
1. Monochromatic - choose a 

color, not black and white
2. Should be an abstract 

visual related to the 
vertical.

3. No product shown.

INSIDE GUIDELINES
1. #s should be less bold IN 

the picture
2. #s SHOULD be used in 

the picture going forward 

Navigating your real estate business during these challenging times
Realtors’ preparedness plan for coronavirus-related circumstances
Workplace re-entry checklist
Consider how homebuyers needs have changed
Protecting the comfort and safety of sellers
Keep employees and agents informed and safe
Virtual showings
Contactless showings
Prepare for conducting in-person showings
How to prepare your real estate office comeback plan

How construction companies are safely carrying on during coronavirus
Coronavirus precautions to take at construction sites
Residential construction deemed essential
Construction company marketing strategies amidst pandemic 

New property/HOA/community policies in response to coronavirus
Rent relief, eviction and sanitation measures
Keeping safety and the best interests of residents in mind
Kits/Guides/Materials for self-guided showings

RECONSIDERING CONSTRUCTION

BACK TO BUILDING

TURNING UP CONSTRUCTION

CONSTRUCTION COMEBACK

REBUILDING CONSTRUCTION (my vote MJ)
www.rapidpress.com • 850-893-7346 
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REAL ESTATE1

ADVERTISING
With realtors offering mostly 
appointment-only services, 
business doesn’t stop.
● Postcards attract more 

appointments

CUSTOM GIFTS
To encourage viewings, 
custom gifts can include wine 
bottles, luxury soap, essential 
oils and more.
● Packaging comes in short 

runs for easy testing
● Glitter hang tags can be 

tied to the gift inside with 
your contact information

INTERCHANGEABLE 
MESSAGING
Keep your messaging up to 
date with the unpredictable 
changes in your state.
● A-frame sandwich boards

← Distribute evenly 
vertically  to space 
these out when copy is 
complete
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space these out when 
copy is complete   →

CONSTRUCTION SITE

Showcase signs on the fencing - “we’ve 
increased ventalation” and “X Plumbing”  

Have building under construction (probably 
commercial construction more so than 
residential

Can we use AARON’S CONSTRUCTION

STEPHANIE

● Clean and disinfect frequently 
touched surfaces such as shared 
tools, machines, vehicles and other 
equipment, handrails, ladders, 
doorknobs, and portable toilets. Clean 
and disinfect frequently touched 
surfaces periodically throughout the 
shift but also:

○ At the beginning and end of 
every shift

○ After anyone uses your 
vehicle, tools, or workstation

 New helmet technology will alert if the 6 feet 
guidelines are not followed. beep when 
employees come within 6 feet but with most 
construction companies, at les

MINIMIZE SURFACE CONTACT & SANITIZE
Before every shift, sanitize machinery and high touch 
areas such as handrails, doorknobs, ladders, and more. 
● Door hangers can be used throughout the space to 

reflect sanitization schedules and responsible teams
● Removable labels for high-touch areas reminding to 

sanitize before or after use
● Sanitization stands can be easily moved

SPACE SEPARATION
Most construction teams have less than 20 employees 
and look for easy and clear solutions for the jobsite. 
● Tall signage partitions with wheels easily separates 

people to minimize exposure in large or small spaces
● Use large banners as a room divider to split rooms

JOBSITE SIGNS
This staple signage can be crafted to update employees 
and the public on new procedures including:
● Fence banners and yard signs display the 

commitment toward safety and job completion
● Inside the site, labels and posters clearly share the 

additional ventilation and new procedures added

VIRTUAL INSPECTIONS AND CHECK-INS
Remote inspections or internal reviews are an efficient 
way to move projects forward.

● Label specific inspection materials so they are 
on-hand such as flashlights and tape measures

● Post check-list forms on critical areas

Resumption
Recover
Readiness**
Bounce back*
Nurture
Grow
Resolve
Resilience*
Return
Reemergence*
Re-imagination
Reform
Reinvent
Revival
Recommencement
Resurrection
Phoenix*
Rising
Rise from the ashes

Get back*
Rise and shine
Rise up
Reclaim*
Recoup
Regain
Resume
Bring back
Catch up
Win back
Rehab
Return
Reestablish
Preparedness
Prowess
Groundwork
Good to go
Ready Freddy
Comeback*
Rally

Upturn
Rebound
Resurgence
Renewal
Snap back Pack*
 

Those precautions include: 

• Limiting the number of tickets sold

• Setting up sanitizing stations throughout the venue

• Reducing the number of tables set up in the venue and placing tables farther apart

• Reducing the number of people sitting at each table 

• Creating an indoor/outdoor networking to promote social distancing

• The venue will be sanitized one hour prior to the start of the event

MINIMIZE SURFACE CONTACT & SANITIZE
Before every shift, sanitize machinery and high-touch 
areas such as handrails, doorknobs, ladders and more. 
● Door hangers or posters can be used throughout the 

space to reflect sanitization schedules and teams 
responsible

● Removable labels for high-touch areas reminding to 
sanitize before or after use

● Hand sanitizer stations can be easily moved to 
important areas in each space

SPACE SEPARATION
While large companies take on technology to enforce 
distancing, most construction teams have less than 20 
employees and look for easy, visible and clear solutions 
for all individuals on the jobsite. 
● Tall branded partitions with wheels easily separate 

people to minimize exposure in large or small spaces
● Use large banners as a room divider to split rooms

JOBSITE SIGNS
This staple signage can be crafted to update employees 
and the public on new procedures including:
● Fence banners for each contractor displaying the 

commitment toward safety and job completion
● Yard signs remain posted long after a job is done
● Inside the site, post labels and posters about the 

additional ventilation added, space separation 
measures, sanitization and more

Turning Up Construction 
Jobsite techniques to keep projects moving in the next normal
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https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/disinfecting-building-facility.html
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CAN COOLERS
Promotional and functional 
options for your jobsite. 
● More than 20 colors to 

choose from to match 
your brand or event

PENS
Functional and useful tool for 
any jobsite.
● Stylus click pen
● Pen with built in 

highlighter

DRINKWARE
Communal water cooler 
alternatives.
● Water bottle labels for 

individual bottles of water
● Provide reusable bottles 

for the entire crew

BUSINESS AS USUAL
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CHECKLISTS FOR DAILY TOOLBOX TALKS
Contact tracing on site or simply to track attendance during 
the morning company huddle.
● Pre-templated memo pads create convenient record of 

site visits
● Custom forms can be personalized for any jobsite 

ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS 
Limit access to job sites, work trailers, and establish 
pre-screening stations.
● Helmet labels indicate screening, training certification 

and more
● Hand sanitizer stations for quick access
● Banners and A-frames provide visual cues and 

instruction

SAFETY SIGNAGE 
Communicate administrative controls where choke points 
and other high-risk congregation areas occur.
● Banners provide clear instructions at a distance and 

when at-a-glance visibility is critical
● Posters and decals are ideal for use within the structures

VIRTUAL INSPECTIONS
Remote inspections are an efficient way to move projects 
forward, both for county or city inspectors as well as 
architects or construction leads.
● Label specific inspection materials so they are always 

ready and on hand such as flashlights, levels and tape 
measures
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4Construction is Critical 
Having the right tools for the next normal

Having the right tools is critical for 
any jobsite, do you have the right 
ones for your next toolbox talks?

Track attendance with 
pre-templated memopads or forms 
that can also be used for jobsite 
contact tracing

Limit access to job site and work 
trailer with signage and a-frames

Set up Pre-screening stations with 
hand sanitizer stations

Use labels to identify common tools 
and controls to ensure disinfection 
between use

Use posters, decals or banners  to 
communicate new administrative 
controls wher choke points or other 
high-risk areas for congregration.

Waterbottle labels on individual 
bottles  as an alternative to the 
water cooler, or better yet provide 
bottles for the crew
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Product Description Popular Sizes Typical Quantities

Hand Sanitizer 
Stations

Includes stand, dispenser and sanitizer liquid 15”w x 38.25”h x 18”d 10 - 100

Packaging
Folding paperboard cartons for display boxes and custom packaging, 

CAD design, special processes include embossing, debossing, foil, spot 
UV, spot color, full color, die cutting, plus finishing and coating options

Small 
all dimensions under 12”

50 - 500+

REBUILDING CONSTRUCTION

Product Listing
Large-Scale Signage

Product Description Popular Sizes Typical Quantities

Soft Signage 
Partitions, Portable

Replaceable pillowcase-type covers with double-sided graphics 
and lightweight push-button frames, wheels available

52”, 74”, and 90” H
up to 8’ W 5-50

Posters Full color, vertical or horizontal, multiple sizes
*Available in the durable synthetic stock - yes, it can be disinfected

12" x 18" to 19” x 27” 5 - 5,000+

Mesh Banners
Full color, mesh banners best for fence ads, 

heat welded edges grommets and rope included 
*25% air flow allows banner to stay put, even when windy

24” x 48” 1 - 1,500+

A-frame Sandwich board holder with replaceable graphics
*Coroplast A-frames are a budget alternative but without replaceable graphics

28” x 22” 1 - 500+

Outdoor Metal Sign Full color, metal composite, printed same artwork on both sides, 
durable for outdoor use

12” x 18” 5-100+

Small-Scale Messaging
Product Description Popular Sizes Typical Quantities

Memo Pad 3 standard sizes and choice of 2 stocks. Full color with 
bleed available and 50 sheets per pad 3 options 10 - 100+

Forms Long and short run options
1-color or full color, 2 sizes and available in 2 or 3 part

5½” x 8½”
8.½” x 11” 100 - 5,000+

Hand Sanitizer Stations Includes stand, dispenser and sanitizer liquid 36” x 30” 3 - 50

Removable or Permanent Labels, 
24-Hour FasTurn®

Full color, one color, foil, indoor, outdoor
Freeform™ laser-cut shapes

½" x 1" to  5” x 7” 250 - 10,000+

Hard Hat Outdoor Labels white polyolefin, 2 standard inks includes 
clear lamination on a roll

3” x 4” 250 - 2,000+

Warning Outdoor Labels white polyolefin, 3 standard inks includes 
clear lamination on a roll

3” x 4” 250 - 2,000+

Decals Opaque and repositionable, full color, 
easy application and removal

8½" x 11" 
and 24” x 36” 1 - 1,000+

Door Hangers Full color, double or single sided, variable text options
*Available in washable durable synthetic stock

3½" x 8½" 50 - 1,000+

Postcards Full or spot color, multiple stocks available 
including new glitter 4 sizes 25 - 5,000

Hang Tags Full color, multiple stock options including glitter, double 
or single sided, variable text options, shape availability

2” x 3½”
and 2½” Circle 50 - 1,000+

Specialty

Fence banner 
need to be the 
mesh or they 
could take down 
the temp fence 
on a windy day

Removal is just a 
stock option 
shown on pg 150
They use the 
same dies and 
have the same 
qty available
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